
8+ Years in Product/Offering Management, Design and Leadership Roles

■ Managed the entire Grok platform experience, from design to delivery, 
against an aggressive product roadmap.
■ Delivered new features and functionality across the platform experience, 
from the API to the dashboard and the automation functionality.
■ Created outbound campaigns to grow sales funnel and started a 
content awareness venture to increase Grok visibility.

■ Lead the business strategy, design execution, and product quality across 
a portfolio of cloud offerings dedicated to deployment and management 
of enterprise workloads on IBM’s cloud platform, Bluemix.
■ Crafted cross-cutting scenarios that defined the future of the IBM Cloud 
strategy based on customer and user feedback.

■ Worked with a cross-functional team of designers, developers and 
managers to GA IBM’s Cloud Platform offering: Bluemix
■ Facilitated internal design thinking exercises for product teams across 
multiple portfolios and offerings within IBM.
■ Designed and executed a one day Austin studio opening experience 
featuring the entire SVP and CEO of the company.

■ Pioneered the reorganization of consulting model in campus computer 
labs by leading and organizing a specialized team of consultants to 
handle in-room dorm appointments.
■ Project manager for restructuring of training system; streamlined 
database of documents by leading a team of 26 people in 2 months

Forbes 30 Under 30, Enterprise Tech
2016 Tech.Co Startup of the Year, Honorable Mention
2015 PBC 1 Rating (top 1% of employees at IBM)

Software Sketch 3.0, Adobe CC, Unbounce, Curated, TweetDeck, 
Hootsuite, Streak CRM, Google Apps for Business
Personal product strategy, interaction design, idea synthesis, user 
experience research, public speaking, group facilitation, agile 
development management, writing

CIO.com (contributor), New York Times, Tech.Co, Inc., Indy Star, HuffPost

MS Human-Computer Interaction/Design (May 2013)
BS Cognitive Science (May 2011)
Indiana University, Bloomington

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Head of Product (3/16 - Now)
  Grok, Orange County, CA

grokstream.com, aml.exchange

Offering Manager (5/15 - 3/16)
  IBM Cloud, San Francisco, CA

bluemix.net

Design Lead (5/14 - 5/15)
UX Designer (5/13 - 5/14) 

IBM Cloud, Austin, TX
bluemix.net

Technical Team Lead (5/11 - 1/12)
Tech Supervisor (8/09 - 5/11) 

UITS, IU Bloomington, IN
uits.iu.edu

AWARDS

SKILLS

FEATURED IN

EDUCATION

TARUN GANGWANI tarun.gangwani@gmail.com
@tarungangwani

tarun.info

I am focused on crafting compelling user experiences, facilitating 
efficient team environments, and delivering solutions at scale. My 
diverse background brings immediate value to any technology 
business. I thrive in challenging, dynamic environments.


